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ANNUAL REPORTS
OF THE

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS
AND

BOARD OF EDUCATION
OF THE

TOWN OF FARMINGTON,

For the Year Ending February 16, 1895.

FARMINGTON, MAINE:
PRESS OF KNOWLTON, McLEARY & CO.

1895.

TOWN WARRANT.
To Charles H. Pierce, a Constable of the Town of Farmington, in the
County of Franklin,
GREETING :

In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify
and warn the inhabitants of said Town of Farmington, qualified by law
to vote in town affairs, to assemble at Music Hall, in said town, on the
fourth day of March next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to act on the
following articles, to wit.:—
ARTICLE I. TO choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.
ART. 2. To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing year.
ART. 3. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for the
support of schools the ensuing year.
ART. 4. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for the
purchase of school-books.
ART. 5. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for the
support of the poor the ensuing year.
ART. 6. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for the
support of a Free High School.
ART. 7. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise to defray town charges the ensuing year.
ART. 8. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise to pay
outstanding indebtedness.
ART. 9. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise to pay
interest on outstanding indebtedness.
ART. 10. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for the
repair of roads and small bridges.
ART. 11. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for the
repair of large bridges.
ART. 12. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise to
meet the expenses of Memorial Day.
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ART. 13. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of twenty-five
dollars for the benefit of the Sons of Veterans, Memorial Day.
ART. 14. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for
the abatement of taxes for the ensuing year.
ART. 15. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise for the
collection of taxes for the ensuing year.
ART. 16. To see how the taxes shall be collected, and when made
payable.
ART. 17. To see how the inventory shall be taken the ensuing year.
ART. 18. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of one hundred
dollars to pay Mrs. Almira Gilbert, as per contract.
ART. 19. To see what action the town will take to preserve the records
of said town.
ART. 20. To see what action the town will take in regard to the
support of the poor.
ART. 21. To see if the town will vote to build a new school-house at
West Farmington.
ART. 22. To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise to
build the school-house, and how the same shall be expended.
ART. 23. To see if the town will accept Chapter 285 of the Public
Laws of 1889. Entitled "an act relating to construction of drains
and common sewers."
The Selectmen give notice that they will be in session for the purpose of correcting the list of voters in said town, and hearing and deciding upon the application of persons claiming to have their names entered
upon said list, at the Selectmen's office at two o'clock P. M., Saturday,
March 2, A. D. 1895, and at nine o'clock in the forenoon on the day of
said meeting.
Given under our hands this sixteenth day of February, A. D. 1895.
J. W. FAIRBANKS,
C. A. GOULD,
W. H. PEARSON,

)
\
)

Selectmen
of
Farmington.

A true copy.
Attest:
CHARLES H. PIERCE,
Constable of Farmington.

SELECTMEN'S ANNUAL REPORT.
To the Citizens of the Town of

Farmington:

The following report of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal
year ending February 16th, 1895, i s submitted to the tax-payers of Farmington :
VALUATION AND ASSESSMENTS.

The valuation as taken in April is as follows :
Real Estate,
$1,265,545 00
Personal Property,
513,685 00
Total valuation of Real and Personal Property,
$1,797,230 00
Number of Polls,
891
Upon the polls and estates we have assessed the following sums, to
wit. :
For State Tax,
County Tax,
Support of Schools,
Free High School,
School Books,
Support of Poor,
Town Charges,
Outstanding Indebtedness,
Interest on same,
Roads and Small Bridges,
Large Bridges,
Memorial Day,
Drinking Fountain,
Abatement of Taxes,
Collection of Taxes,
Building Titcomb Road,
Mrs. Almira Gilbert,
School-House Property,
Overlays,
Total amount,

4,686 67
2
,95 6 42
3.5°° 00
1,000 00
500 00
2,060 00
2,000 00
1,000 00

500 00

5.5°°

00

1,000 00

75 00
125 00

300 00
300 00
150 00
100 00

16,414 21
1,068 29

#43.235 59
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On the 25th day of June, 1894, the lists of the above assessments
were committed unto Charles H. Pierce, Collector for the town.
Subsequently a supplemental tax was assessed and committed to
the Collector, of $116.77, making the total commitment
#43,352 36

SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS.
Amount raised by town,
"
"
for Free High School,
bchool mind and Mill lax,
Amount from State for Free High School,
" Interest on School Fund (estimated),
" Tuition,
" Unexpended School Districts,

$ 3,500 00
1,000 00
2,5<>4 74
25O 0 0

64
4

00
00

1,030 81

#8,353 55
EXPENDITURES.

Paid Teachers,
Board,
Wood,
Repairs,
Supplies,
Janitors,
Insurance,
Rent,
To Balance,

53,760 74
35° 75
3 0 0 59
342 ' 3
1 2 6 76
258 0 0
4 2 25
28 0 0

3>!44 33
#8,353 55

Unexpended,

3>r44 33
SCHOOL BOOKS.

Unexpended Feb. 17, 1894,
Appropriation,
Orders drawn to date, Feb. 16, 1895,
Unexpended,

t 38

19

500 00

#538 19
420 00
118

19

$538 19
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HIGHWAY DISTRICTS.
District No. i, South.
Orders drawn,

H. T. Knowltou,

$158 80

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

% 57 54
100 00
1 26
$158 80

District No. 1, North.
Overdrawn,
Orders drawn,

$

Lemuel T. Childs,

2 19
127 46

Surveyor.

Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

$117 00
12 65

$129 65
District No. 2, South.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$129 65
Herman

$ 31 95
34 21

Corbctt,

Surveyor.

Unexpended,

$ 66 16

$66 16
District No. 2, North.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Nelson C. Norton,

$ 42 01
16 10

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 58 11
District No. 3.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Andrew
$761 03
157 21

District No. 4.

J. Wheeler,

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriated,

$ 18 24
900 00
$9l8

Charles F. Butler,

$185 47

8 n
50 00

it 58 11

$918 24

Orders drawn,

$

2

4

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriated.
Overdrawn,

% 18 73
165 0 0
I

74

$185 47
District No. 5.
Orders drawn
Unexpended

John S. Gay,

$122 70
30 54
$153 24

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

% 53 24
100 0 0

*'53

2

4

8
District No. 6, South.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

M. P. Tufts,

% 89 75
3 ° 37

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 45 12

75 00

$ 1 2 0 12

District No. 6, North.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$120 12

Eliphalet Macomber,

% 37 09
n 32

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

38 41
10 00

% 48 41
District A'o. 7.
Orders drawn,

$ 48 41

Elisha Bradford,

% 68 30

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

7 72
60 00
58

% 68 30

District Aro. 8.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

M. C. Hobbs,

$ 80 29
1 00

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

31 29
50 00

$ 81 29
District No. 9, South.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

% 81 29

John H. Goodwin,

$ 47 59
23 50

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

% 71 °9
District No. 9, /Vo/Y/f.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$ 96 79
2/

I4

District No. 10.

Joel Dunlap,

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

JM23 45

f 48 93
75 °°
$123 93

Niles Brothers,

if 77 31
46 14

60 00
$ 71 "9

$123 93

Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$ 11 09

Surveyors.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

% 4845
75_°^
$ « 3 45

9
District No. 11. E. V. Locke,
Oiders drawn,
Unexpended,

$ 32 73
. 28 89

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 11 62
50 00

$ 61 62
District No. 12.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

/". ^4. Hannaford,

$ 51 91
59 26
fill

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 36 17
75 00
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istrict No. 13.
Orders drawn,

$ 61 62

$111 17

IV. T. Voter,

% 81 97

Surveyor.
% 16 92
50 00
15 05

Unexpended,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

% 81 97
District No. 14.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Albert Thompson,

% 57 82
50 06

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 5 7 88
50 00

$107 88
District No. 15, South.
Overdrawn,
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$

$107 88
C. A. Eveleth,

6 89
54 80
38 31

Surveyor.

Appropriation,

$100 00

$100 00

District Aro. 15, North.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended.

Charles Eaton,

$ 38 25
40 27

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 28 52
50 00
$ 78 S2

$ 78 52
District No. 16, East.
Overdrawn,
•Orders drawn,
.Unexpended,

$

Henry M. Bailey,

8 40
66 28
15 32

$ 90 00

Appropriation,

Surveyor.
$ 90 00
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District No. 16, West.
Overdrawn,
Orders drawn,

John M. Jones,

$ 12 72
114 44

Surveyor.

Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

$125 00
216

$127 16
District No. 17.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$127 16

Roger C. Farmer,

$ 74 14
39 09

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 13 23
100 00

$113 23
District A'o. 18.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

JS113 23

Frank

$ 98 74
33 31

W. Osborti,

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$

$132 05
District No. 19, South.
Orders drawn,

7 05
125 00

$132 05
Llewellyn Norton,

$155 40

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

$ 37 64
115 00
2 76
$155 40

District No. 19, North.
Overdrawn,
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Horace G. Jennings, Sur%>eyor.

$ 16 84
53 40
29 76

Appropriation,

fioo 00

$100 00

District No. 20.
Orders drawn,

Win. L. Hiscock,

$142 32

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

$ 6 20
125 0 0
n I2
I142 32

District No. 2 1 .
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Alinon Gifford,

$ I 0 6 63
,26 00
$132 63

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 17 63
115 00
$132 63

II
District No . 2 2 .
Overdrawn,
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Wm. J. Lunt,

w>

7 23

1

Surveyor.

Appropriation,

$110 00

99 96
2 81

$110 00

District No. 23.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

John A. Webster,

% 43 05
13 30

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 46 35
10 00

$ 56 35
District No. 24, East.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Frank

$ f n 13
18 51

$ 56 35
A. Thompson,

Surveyor,

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

% 34 64
95 00

$129 64
District No. 24, West.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$129 64

John M. Stevens,

$155 4i
26 21

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$181 62

$181 62
District No. 26.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

Howard

$4691
26 82

Pease,

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

District No. 27.

$201

District No. 28.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended.

A. F. Gammon,

$169 69
32 29

28 73
45 00
73 73

% 73 73

Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$ 41 62
140 00

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

i n

98

190 0 0

98

Joseph Besaw,

$ 27 43
17 21
$ 44 64

Surveyor.

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

% 14 64
30 00
$ 44 64
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District No. 29. A. F. Hardy, Surveyor.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$ 59 I 0
39 °°
$ 98

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$

8 10

90 ao
% 98 10

10

District No. 31. A. D. Ellsworth, Surveyor.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

% 69 63
15 96

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

% 85 59

* 25 59
60 00

$ 85 S9

District No. 32. Ephraim Lord, Surveyor.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

% 42 3 8
4 01

Unexpended,

% 46 39

% 46 39
District No. 33. Leonard y. Luce, Surveyor.
Overdrawn,
$ 14 55
Appropriation.
Orders drawn,
73 60
Unexpended,
51 85

$140 00

$140 00

District No 34. y. E. Hiscock, Surveyor.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

$ 66 24
28 84

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

$ 10 08
85 00

% 95 ° 8

% 95 08
District No. 35. y. R. Small, Surveyor.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

% 66 53
23 25

Unexpended,
Appropriation,

% 89 78

District No. 36. Mantling E. Titcomb, Surveyor
Orders drawn,
$138 94
Unexpended,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

I 14 78
75 00
$ 8978

$

2 22

135 "°
1 72

IT3T94
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RECAPITULATION.

Cr.
Orders drawn,
Unexpended,

£4,294 19
988 80
$5,282 99
Dr.

Unexpended in 1893,
Appropriation,

$ 97° 99
4,312 00

£5,282 99
ROAD MACHINES.

Amount of orders drawn for road machine work,

£1,267

SUPPORT OF THE POOR.
Paid Insane Hospital,
$ 604 16 Unexpended,
Other Towns,
259 66 Appropriation,
Clarinda Backus,
60 00 Rec'd of other Towns,
Asa Flagg and Family,
1 2 2 4 Charged Mexico,
R. H. Smith,
1559 72 Rec'd for Insane,
Due
" " on contract, 607 45 Overdrawn,
#3IO3

2

3

Overdrawn,

66

14

TOWN CHARGES.
Paid C. F. Packard, Services as Truant Officer,
Expesnes of Israel Furbush case,
Dr. A. Hitchcock, reporting births and deaths,
E. S. Dingley, street light,
J. J. Hunt, services as Superintendent of Schools,
J. J. Hunt, travelling expenses,
M. E. Titcomb, labor, blasting stone,
J. W. Fairbanks, salary as Selectman,
C. A. Gould,
"
"
W. H. Pearson,
"
"
G. L. Rogers, services as Town Clerk,
P. P. Tufts, services as Treasurer,
Dr. J. J. Linscott, reporting births and deaths,
Benj. Sawyer, snowing Falls Bridge,
Knowlton, McLeary & Co., printing,
H. L. Whitcomb, work on Gage Road,
Eben Morton, railing street,
J. C. Ames, crossing land,
S. G. Craig, wire for fence,
Benj. Goodwin, examining records,
Ranger-McLeary Co., wire for fence,

$ 25 50
38 29
3 75
3 00
133 33
64 16
24 65
144 75
" 5 5°
120 00
27 40
100 00
10 25
7 00
77 25
3 25
1 30
5 00
11 50
1 50
5 80

F. L. Stevens, professional services,
C. A. Hanscomb, crossing land,
H. P. White & Co., books and stationery,
Laforest Tufts, Treasurer of School Fund,
J. H. Bonney, Clerk and Trustee of School Fund,
Clark & Stanford, use of teams,
Elijah Norton, Trustee of School Fund,
Z. H. Greenwood, book-case for School-books,
J. C. Church, curbing at W. Farmington,
E. Rowell, Treas. Industrial School,
William Morrison, Trustee of School Fund,
J. C. Church, labor on sidewalks,

3 00
3 00
32 08
28 00
12 00
9 50
3 00
20 00
28 40
34 00
3 00
13 65

F. 0 . Lyford, services as Health Officer,
J. C. Church, setting curbing,
J. S. Kempton, labor on stone,
F. L. Butler, drain pipe,
Chas. Dustin, painting bridges,

54 00
35 10
10 00
181 21
25 00

IS
Paid E. Butler, freight on paint,
C. F. Packard, services as Constable,
A. F. Gammon, labor on sidewalk,
David E. Currier, Trustee of School Fund,
E. Butler, freight on lumber,
P. P. Tufts, Treasurer, bridge paint,
H. A. Butler, wire for fence,
Walter Nichols, surveying,
W. H. Pearson, in part for salary,
H. A. Titcomb, services as per bill,
E. E. Clements, lighting Falls Bridge,
Ranger-McLeary Co., sundries,
W. H. McDonald, board for Election Clerks,
John S. Gay, services as Election Clerk,
H. T. Knowlton, granite for crossings,
J. H. Brjggs, crossing land,
G. M. Currier, services as Ballot Clerk,
A. F. Gammon, sewer at W. Farmington,
P. P. Tufts, Treasurer, board of Crocker children,
Mrs. Ella Morrison, crossing land,
C. F. Packard, guide-boards,
First National Bank, rent of office,
Eben Morton, expenses incurred during diphtheria,
John H. Wills, labor on highway,
Chas. Vehue, services as Constable,
J. P. Swett, labor at E. Morton's during diphtheria,
J. H. Hiscock, labor at E. Morton's during diphtheria,
Harry Carville, furniture destroyed after diphtheria,
J. M. S. Hunter, printing,
Dr. F. 0 . Lyford, reporting births and deaths,
Dr. J. A. Richards,
"
"
"
"
F. W. Brown, professional services,
E. S. Dingley, street light,
Louis Voter, recording births and deaths,
A. J. Wheeler, well covers,
J^A. Blake, services in I. Furbush case,
W. A. Titcomb, services as per bill,
A. E. Dolbier, rent of Music Hall,
J. F. Prescott, labor and material on highway,

$ i 92
16 00
24 94
8 00
18 80
76 50
1 24
2 50
18 75
16 50
9 00
37 93
2 85
2 00
10 60
5 00
2 00
40 00
26 00
3 00
8 00
40 00
73 93
350
6 00
2 00
2 00
66 00
28 25
12 25
7 5°
5 °°
7 5°
24 90
X
S o0
8 92
l 2
5
4° 00
3 5°
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Paid Watering Tubs,
Lodging tramps,
Hiram Titcomb, wire for fence,
Hiram Holt, estate of, lumber,
C. E. Dyer, care of drinking fountain, light, oil,
chimneys, etc.,

$38 00
18 25
3 00
3 40
23 8S
£2183 6S

LARGE BRIDGES.

Overdrawn in 1893,
Orders drawn,

$ 558 96
966 43
*I»52S 39

Appropriation,
To balance,

$ 1,000

00

5 2 S 39

Overdrawn Feb. 16, 1895,

*i>525 39
H25

39

BUILDING TITCOMB ROAD.

Orders drawn,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

$200 00
$150 00

50 00

J200 00

DRINKING FOUNTAIN.

Orders drawn,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

$199 9 8
$125 00

74 98
£199 9 8
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MRS.

ALMIRA GILBERT.

Orders drawn,
Appropriation,

100 00
100 00

MEMORIAL DAY.
$ 75 0 0

Appropriation,
Order to E. Morton,

75

00

COLLECTION OF T A X E S .

-Appropriation,
Order drawn,
Overdrawn,

300 00

38S °°
$ 85 OO

OUTSTANDING T O W N B O N D S .
X

Due Oct. » 89S, at 3 per cent,
Oct. 1, 1896, at 3 per cent,
Apr. i , 1897, at 3 per cent,
Oct. 1, 1897, at 3 per cent,
Oct. i , 1898, at 3 per cent,
Apr. i , 1898, at 3J per cent,
Apr. ] , 1899, a t 3s P e r cent,
Apr. 1, 1900, at 3* per cent,
Apr. i , 1901, at 3J per cent,
Apr. 1 , 1902, at 3^ per cent,

#2,000

00

2,000

00

500

00

500

00

500

00

1,500

00

2,000

00

2,000

00

2,000

00

2,000

00

#15,000 00

i8
TAXES FOR 1894.
State Tax,
County Tax,
Town Tax,

$ 4,686 67
2,956 42
19,295 04

$4,686 67
Paid on State Tax,
County Tax, 2,956 42Town Tax,
9,709 27

INTEREST.
Unexpended balance,
Appropriation,
Interest,

$ 49 °4

Paid interest on bonds,
Unexpended balance,

$566 25
16 72

500 00

33 93
#582 97
$582 97

ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
Orders drawn,

$32467

Unexpended in 1893,
Appropriation,
Overdrawn,

$

5 °3

300 00

19 64
$324 67

LIABILITIES.
Balance due Schools,
Highway,
R. H. Smith, on contract,
Interest due on bonds, Apr. 1, 1895,
Balance due Town Officers for current year,
Supervisor of Schools,
C. H. Pierce, Collector,
Outstanding orders,
Town bonds bearing interest,

$3,144
988
606
248
550
170
415
20
15,000

33
80
45
00
00
00
00
67
00

$21,143 25
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RESOURCES.
#8,608 65

Due from C. H. Pierce, Collector,
P. P. Tufts, Treasurer,
Tax Deeds,
Interest from School Fund (estimated),
Real Estate,
Furniture in Selectmen's Office,
Due from State, license on dogs,

5.371 °°
150

00

64 00
200

00

50 0 0
189 0 0
#14.632 65
6,510 60

Liabilities above resources,

#21,143

2

5

J

# >356 26

Decrease in liabilities ending April i, 18 95,

ESTIMATES FOR E N S U I N G YEAR.

For Support of Schools,
Poor,
Defraying town charges,
Collecting taxes ensuing year,
Abatements,
Memorial Day,
Interest on town bonds,
Repairing roads and small bridges,
Repairing large bridges,
Paying outstanding indebtedness,
Purchase school-books for town,
To pay Mrs. Almira Gilbert,

#2,600 0 0

2,560

00

2,000 0 0

300
300

00
00

75

00

500

00

5,5°°

00

1,000 0 0
1,000 0 0
200

00

100

00

•

#16,135 ° °

J. W. FAIRBANKS, )
C. A. GOULD,
W. H . PEARSON,

Selectmen

of
Y
) Farmmgton.
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TREASURER'S REPORT.
Town of Farmington in account with P. P. Tufts, Treasurer for the
year commencing Feb. 17, 18Q4, and ending Feb. 16, 1895.

Dr.
To Paid Town Bonds,
Town Orders,
School "
State Tax,
County Tax,
Coupons,
Pensions,
State Treasurer (dog licenses),
Bounty on Bears,
Balance on hand,

$ 2,000 00
28,244 98

6,888 55
4,686 67
2,956 42

566

2

5

294 00
189 0 0

5 o°
5>37 I 00
£51,201 87

Cr.
By Cash on hand Feb. 17, 1894,
$ 5>4i8
8,400
C. H. Pierce, Coll., in full for 1893,
C. H. Pierce, Coll., in part for 1894,. 33>352
State School Fund and Mill Tax,
2,504
State Railroad and Telegraph Tax,
no
140
State for Dog Licenses refunded,
Town Clerk, licenses on dogs,
189
Tax Deeds,
52
Licenses,
43
Interest for money deposited,
33
Town School Fund, •
65
Towns, etc., for Support of Poor,
259
Support of Insane at Hospital,
297
Fines collected by Court,
40
State for Pensions paid,
294

55
00

36
74

95
24
00
16
00

93
58
66
7°
00
00
$51,201 87

P. P. TUFTS,

Treasurer.

21

Due School District No. i, to repair School-house,
3.
"
"
"
4, Free High School,
"
7
.

$ 30 15
9 10
26 05
15 73

TRUST FUND TO KEEP MONUMENTS AND LOTS IN REPAIR.

Matthew Brooks fund, now due,
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Officers.
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SCHOOL REPORT.
To the Citizens of the Town of Farmington:
The School Board to whom you entrusted the oversight of
your schools herewith present their annual report of the educational affairs of the town so far as they have come under their
supervision. The recommendations made are based upon the
information the individual members of the board have received
from various sources during the year. The opportunities of
meeting teachers and parents, of listening to the reports from
time to time made by the Superintendent, of meeting other
school officers and frequently discussing school affairs, have
very clearly shown imperative needs, and these are the recommendations your board have confined themselves to in their
report. There were on the first of April 1004 children of
school age in the town of Farmington, and during the year a
large part of the town's expenditures have been for the education of these children. The additional fact that an education is
of the utmost importance to the child who will soon become
the man or woman, emphasizes the necessity for the best
possible education within the gift of the town.
THE NEW

SYSTEM.

The introduction of the town system the past year has
occasioned a large amount of extra labor on the part of the
school officers, and a very largely increased responsibility. The
purchase of the school property has imposed a heavy burden
upon those localities that in former years have denied the children the advantages of good and modern school-houses.
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Those sections that have enjoyed these privileges have only to
rejoice, and their children are grateful to them for the educational
opportunities the wisdom and liberality of their parents have
afforded them. The economy of the present system over the
old is made apparent by the results shown in the reports. The
efficiency of the schools has been increased, and in all organized
districts except one there have been three terms of school.
Longer schools and increased efficiency have resulted from the
change of system. Several small schools should be abolished
and, where necessary, a reasonable sum should be paid for the
transportation of the pupils to adjoining districts. Not only is
this arrangement in the line of economy, but is also in its tendency increasing the efficiency of the schools, so that while
there may be a temporary disadvantage the results more than
compensate.
In a general way, so far as possible, the courses of study
have been so shaped in all the schools that at the earliest
possible period the boys and girls might be fully prepared to
enter upon and pursue a course of study in the high school.
The advantages of this are two fold,— first, the teachers in the
ungraded schools have more time to give to the younger pupils
who need more assistance and encouragement than the older
pupils. Teachers may thus be employed with reference to
ability to teach the lower branches, and here we may add there
is great difficulty in obtaining competent teachers for the lower
and higher branches in the same person. By this arrangement
there is great advantage for the younger pupils. The high
school course is then before them, and they are glad to do
their best to enter upon it as early as they possibly can.
Secondly, this arrangement offers to every boy and girl in town
the opportunity of pursuing a good high school course, without
expense of tuition or text-books. That the advantages of this
course are beginning to be appreciated is clearly shown in the
large attendance in the high school at the present time.
Another advantage of the consolidation is found in the' con-
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dition of the school-houses and the economical purchase of all
needed school supplies. At the opening of terms everything
has been in readiness for work. All these things have required
care and time from your school officers, but the service has
been cheerfully rendered. There has been no compensation
for the time and thought required for all this work except the
meagre salary of the Superintendent. It has been a pleasure to
the members of the board to know that the boys and girls
around them are enjoying the full advantages afforded by the
changes brought about during the year.
CONDITION AND CARE OF T H E SCHOOL-HOUSES.

Most of the school-houses are in good condition, although
some of them are hardly comfortable. No effort has been
expended upon the old school-houses to do more than make
them as comfortable as possible. Necessary repairs have been
made, but another year some of the buildings need additional
repairs, and more money than in the past year ought to be
applied in that way. The town is not likely to neglect this
valuable property it has so recently acquired. From the
school funds the buildings have been kept insured, and next
year the expiring policies will be larger than the past year.
At two of the largest centers in town new school-houses are
imperatively needed. At Fairbanks the present school-house
was erected many years ago. It is small, old, and entirely unfit for school purposes. It is impossible in the very nature of
tings to expect satisfactory results in an overcrowded schoolroom of this class. Neither parents nor pupils have any
respect for the building, and the frequent complaints of injury
to the property are not altogether unexpected, however inexcusable. When complaints of a general nature have come
to the school board, efforts have been made to learn the names
of those causing the injury, but without success. The duty of
the officials in such cases is clear, and the hand of the perpetrator should be dealt with by the courts. The board have stood
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ready to prosecute all offenders, but when complaints come in,
the evidence pointing to the guilty parties should come too. A
new building is needed here, and the expenditure of fifteen
hundred or two thousand dollars would remove this stain upon
our educational system.
At West Farmington there is an overcrowded, poorly
arranged building, which should be replaced by a building
large enough for two grades. The town is asked to take
favorable action upon this at its annual meeting. For the erection of suitable buildings here it is thought that twenty-fivfe
hundred dollars in addition to the present school property will
provide as good a building as the community desires at the
present time.
The care of the school property has been entrusted to faithful hands. In the Village district for the first time it has been
placed in the hands of a man, instead of one or more pupils as
in the past. Mr. Millett has been faithful to his trust, and the
expense will be no greater than in the past. It is hoped the
same arrangement may be continued in the future.
T H E SUPERINTENDENCY OF SCHOOLS.

It is difficult here in a few words to explain the importance
of this position, but it may be said that in addition to what was
required under the old law, the responsibility of expending all
the money for schools and running the schools largely devolves
upon the Superintendent with the approval of the members of
the board. The responsibility is great and a large amount of
time is called for. The office calls for ability to superintend
the schools and profitably expend the school money. With the
meagre sum of two hundred dollars at the disposal of the board
for this purpose, it has been a difficult matter to determiheAipon the best plan. The past year the board was fortunate, upon
the resignation of Mr. J. J. Hunt, who consented to serve for a
few months at the beginning of the year, to effect in arrangement with Mr. A. L. Fenderson whereby the work of supervise
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ion has been combined with the principalship of the school at
West Farmington. The plan has worked well, and Mr. Fenderson has rendered very efficient service in both capacities. The
results in this case have been satisfactory, but there are some
disadvantages connected with the plan. At West Farmington
the entire time of two teachers is really needed. Another year
it has been suggested instead of employing an additional teacher
all the time in the Village schools, that the Superintendent be
employed to teach there what time he may not be engaged in
the work of supervision. By this plan the town would have
the benefit of all his labor, whereas a person not thus employed
has his own affairs to look after, and the schools and their interests being a secondary matter, are often likely to suffer neglect. It is quite certain that great difficulty will be found in
obtaining competent and responsible supervision on a salary of
two hundred dollars, unless the office can in some way be combined with teaching. It may not be improper to add that far
better results could be obtained in school work if more time
could be devoted to the supervision.
THE HIGH

SCHOOL.

One of the wisest things the town ever did in connection
with its schools was to raise a thousand dollars for its high
school at the last annual meeting. The raising of this appropriation opened the doors of the school to all the pupils in town
who were sufficiently advanced to enter upon the studies there.
Sixty-one pupils have been in attendance, and excellent work is
being done in each department, and the school will be thirty-six
weeks in length. There are two well-organized courses of study,
the College Preparatory Course, and the English Course. It
would be an excellent thing if a Commercial Course could be
added. It would not add very much to the cost, but it cannot
he done to advantage with the other courses as they now stand
without additional teaching force. Another year there will be
twenty more pupils ready to enter the high school from the
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grammar grade, and from the schools outside, from twenty-five
to fifty pupils will be sufficiently advanced to begin one of the.
courses of study. In other words, another year there should be
a school of seventy-five to one hundred pupils. To maintain
the present efficiency another year, the school board ask the
town to raise the same amount as last year. A less amount will
cripple the work and do irreparable injury to the cause of education in the town. Without this aid there certainly can be no
high school, and there is no disposition to deprive seventy-five
or more boys and girls of their rights to a good education. To
secure the appropriation, every friend of the cause should be
present to vote when the question comes up for consideration,
I N CONCLUSION.

The careful attention of the town is called to the reports following. These reports give in detail the work of the Superintendent, the expenditure of the school money, and the report of
the principal of the high school. The school affairs of the
town, it is believed, are in excellent condition, but their efficiency
can only be maintained by constant and intelligent effort in the
future. Your consideration of the various measures presented
is most respectfully urged.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
D. H. KNOWLTON, President.

SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
To the School Committee of Farmington:
As successor to J. J. Hunt, whose efficient services as Superintendent
expired in May, 1894, I have the honor to submit the following annual
report relating to the condition of your schools.
In acting upon the duties assigned to me I have endeavored, as far
as possible, to carry out your directions, and in every way to advance
the welfare of the schools. Under the new law which places all the
school affairs in the hands of a committee, doing away with the agents,
I have met with some objections on the part of a few of the people and
this, as in all departures from a time-honored custom, was to be expected; but in no case have the objections been of sufficient force to
mar the efficiency of the schools, and we are pleased to be able to
report that all the schools are in a wide-awake, flourishing condition.
We would respectfully call to your attention the school statistics in
this report, and ask you to compare them with the statistics of the
preceding year. You will find an increase both in the number and
length of terms given the small schools this year; and from the greater
advancement attained by the children who have had the benefit of this
increase, all must be convinced that it is a wise measure to place the
school interests in the hands of a few who are held responsible for the
welfare of the schools.
We are aware that petitions are circulating in various parts of the
State urging that the present school laws be repealed or amended; but
from inquiry we have found that the objections to the laws have been
caused by the neglect of the school officers, who have not used a little
extra effort to adjust their schools to the now existing order of things,
thus giving the change a fair and impartial trial. While not wholly in
favor of the law or laws governing our schools, we cannot but admit
that they have furthered the welfare of the schools of our town by the
increased schooling they have received without, as far as I can ascertain, any increase in taxation except in those places where the school
property was worth but little. The parents have been put to no extra
inconvenience, as the schools remain the same as last year, none having
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been abolished. Arrangements have been made whenever necessary to
carry the children living where the schools have been suspended, to the
larger schools, thus giving these children as much schooling as those
near the large schools receive. In the Bailey neighborhood it was considered more economical to maintain a school than to carry the children to some other school, and the scholars had two terms of school, giving them seventeen weeks in all. As far as practicable, teachers have
been retained in the same school throughout the year, and this has
been a wise measure on the part of the School Board. The following
schools have had the same teachers the entire year : Norton's Flat,
Sprague, W. Farmington, Mosher and Walton's Mills, and these schools
show an improvement over those where changes have necessarily been
made. These schools have had the same teachers two successive terms :
Farmington Falls, Village, Fairbanks, Greenwood, Knowlton's Corner,
Russell's Mills and Holley. The Gower School, the Briggs and Bailey
Schools have had a different teacher each term.
These changes in the last-named schools have been caused by the
fact that in some cases the teacher was not satisfactory, and in others
because a teacher who was doing satisfactory work could not be induced to remain in a small school more than a term at a time. The
smaller a school is, the more it must suffer from a change of teachers
and lack of enthusiasm on the part of teacher and pupils. In the Gower
and Knowlton's Corner schools there are not enough pupils to maintain
a profitable school. In a school consisting of less than a dozen, experience has shown that a spirit of listlessness soon pervades the
school; and when this enters, the elements necessary to success, namely
activity and interest, are gone. For obvious reasons it is impossible to
obtain the best results in a very small school, however conscientious the
teacher may be. The matter of abolishing the small schools has been
before the people for some time, but the question of centralizing the
schools is such an important one that we feel that it will not be amiss
to again call your attention to it. We ask those living where the smallest schools are, to carefully consider the advantages to be derived by
their children if they are sent to larger schools, making fewer schools
and enabling the town to employ efficient teachers for every school.
This advantage alone would more than compensate the parents for the
small amount of trouble incurred by them. The pupils in the Gower
school can be schooled at Farmington Falls or Norton's Flat at a small
expense. Those at Knowlton's Corner, at Chesterville at less than the
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cost of supporting a school at home, and those in the Briggs school at
W. Farmington at a slight expense compared with the cost of supporting a school there.
The parents in some of these places, realizing the greater advantages
to be derived from a large school, have already sent their children to
them. In dismissing this question, I desire to call your attention to a
few of the advantages to be derived by centralizing the schools :
Equality of school privileges.
Equality of school burdens.
More efficient teachers.
Better school-houses and better furnished ones.
Greater economy in the expenditure of school money.
For these purposes the law was passed and nearly a year's trial has
proved that it has benefited the schools of Maine. Shall we reap the
advantages to be obtained by supporting fewer schools, or shall we continue in the old ruts ? This is a progressive age, and in order to keep
our schools up to the standard we would recommend that some action
be taken in regard to abolishing districts too small to maintain a profitable school.
RURAL SCHOOLS.

The attendance in these schools has been remarkably good throughout the year, and the interest evinced by the pupils worthy of commendation. Many of the pupils passed a satisfactory examination at the
close of the summer term entitling them to admission to the High
School, and quite a number are now attending that school. It has
proved beneficial to the schools to give the pupils certificates of admission to more advanced schools as soon as proficiency in their studies
will warrant, thereby presenting to them an extra inducement to study.
We have found that in a few of these schools there is a tendency
on the part of the scholars, and occasionally the teacher, to pursue too
advanced studies, thereby neglecting the elementary ones. To correct
this the advanced studies have been taken out and the course of study
arranged to conform, as far as possible, to a grammer school course.
When this course has been completed the pupils are qualified to enter
a high school, where plenty of time is given to the higher studies.
There has been but little fault found with the teachers, and but one
school has been unsuccessful. A change of teachers was made in this
one, and the scholars are now enjoying a pleasant term of school.
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Where complaints have been made we have found the teachers doing all
they could for the advancement of the children, and a careful investigation has shown nothing necessitating a change of instructors. The
teachers have been instructed to require thoroughness in the studies
and not allow children to advance while possessing a hazy idea of
what they have studied. Mrs. Wade has given music lessons in the
school at W. Farmington the entire year, and these lessons, twice a
week, have been enjoyed by the pupils. The Truant Officer has been
faithful to his duties and not many cases have required his attention,
the truants having in most cases attended school without being compelled to do so. The schools at W. Farmington and Fairbanks have
been so crowded that the best results could not be obtained, and we
trust that some arrangements will be made to relieve the crowded condition of these schools for the ensuing year. The schools have been
provided with all necessary supplies, and as these supplies have been
bought at wholesale, there has been a great saving in this direction.
The supplies now on hand will furnish the schools for another term.
In all cases we have tried to avoid useless expenditure of money or
school materials, and in the matter of supplies we have been aided by
the carefulness of the teachers who have seen that nothing was wasted
by the children.
TEACHERS.

The teachers have been faithful in their work and we have found
them at all times striving to keep their schools in a progressive condition. We have found the discipline in nearly every school fully up to
the standard, and in all cases have found the scholarship of the teachers
to be excellent and all animated with the desire to advance the interests
of the schools entrusted to them. The teachers have reported the condition of the schools every two weeks and every month the amount of
work they have accomplished. All criticisms on their mode of teaching
have been received very kindly by them, and they have cheerfully made
any change that we have suggested. We have had very few inexperienced teachers the past year, and this doubtless has aided materially
in the high degree of success attained by all the schools.
Where dissatisfaction has been expressed in regard to a teacher we
have found the fault, almost invariably, to be due to some other cause
than inefficiency on the teacher's part. Whenever a teacher has proved
to be unable to properly perform the duties assigned to her, a change
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has been made. But one term has been interrupted by a change during the year.
The utmost good-will between the teachers and Superintendent has
prevailed, and in my visits to them I have found them to be faithful and
earnest in their efforts to make good citizens of the children under their
charge. For their work we have nothing but words of commendation.

PARENTS.

In most cases the parents have given the teachers their cordial support and greatly aided them by interesting themselves enough to visit
the school in their vicinity. A teacher's position is not an easy one by
any means, and we believe that if parents only realized how much good
they could do by visiting their school, thus encouraging the children
and giving the teacher the satisfaction of knowing that her efforts to aid
the children are appreciated, they would make it a point to visit the
school once a term at least, even if they neglect other matters in order
to do so. Teachers understand that you are interested in the schools,
but in many cases they do not realize how much you are interested
unless you make it known by your occasional presence in the schoolroom. We have found a very few parents who seem to be very neglectful of their children's interests. The children are allowed to remain
from school on the strength of any trivial excuse that presents itself.
Any remonstrance is met with the answer that they have sent their
children to school long enough, or that the school doesn't amount to
much, or some equally senseless reason, and this neglect is continued in
spite of the fact that all our states are recommending the education of
the people as a preventive of pauperism and crime. The children of
to-day will be the men and women of to-morrow, and it is largely left
with the parents whether they shall be a credit or a disgrace to themselves and to their associates.
Allow children to be irregular or tardy in attending school, and you
instill in their minds principles injurious to them throughout life's work.
We believe that it is through carelessness that children are allowed to remain from school so much, but in many cases some one has to pay
dearly for this carelessness in after years. Where education has been
fostered that nation has prospered, where it has been neglected degeneracy has begun. We have the warning, let us escape the doom. We
appreciate the efforts of the parents who have kept their children con-
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stantly at school, often at a great inconvenience. They have been
amply repaid by the progress made by the children.
In the years to come may the parents and teachers be closely united
in striving to elevate the children to a high standard of manhood and
womanhood, for on these depends the nation of the future. We thank
the parents for calling to our attention many delinquent children, as by
this means many have been kept in the school-room who otherwise
would have been allowed to remain at home. The high standard of our
schools to-day is largely due to the sympathy and aid extended by the
parents to the teachers and school officers. Continued prosperity
depends largely on your efforts.
VILLAGE SCHOOLS.

Previous to the commencement of the fall term it became necessary
to elect an entirely new corps of teachers, and from so many applicants
it was a difficult matter to select those possessing all the qualifications
necessary in these schools. After carefully considering the merits of
the various applicants our present staff of teachers were elected to fill
the vacancies, and their work has been conclusive proof that no mistake
was made in this important matter. Our High School has been larger
than it has been in preceding years, showing that the people realize the
imperative need of higher education. A class of young men was graduated in June, 1894. Some of them are now attending college and
all intend to take a course at some more advanced school.
The question of supporting this school will come before the voters
in a short time, and we sincerely trust that they will give it their hearty
support, thereby enabling the young people to equip themselves for the
stations they are to occupy in the future. Mr. Pennell has labored
faithfully to enhance the value of the school and has been ably supported by his assistant, Miss Cutts. The attendance was somewhat
marred during the fall term by cases of diphtheria in the village. A few
of the scholars left at that time, but intend to return in the spring, and
doubtless the next term will be the largest in the history of the school.
The Principal has commanded the respect of his pupils, and has been
deservedly popular with both students and citizens. Mrs. Tibbetts in the
Grammar School is a teacher of large experience, and the fine condition
of her school should be seen to be appreciated. Through her efforts a
library has been added to the school, and it is very gratifying to notice
the interest evinced by the pupils in the books being constantly added
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and their increasing desire for good literature. The Intermediate is in
a prosperous condition, and nearly all the scholars have made satisfactory progress. A few have been absent a large part of the time, and
from these but little is to be expected in school work. The idea that
a child can attened school a part of the time and derive much benefit
by so doing is an erroneous one. Classes get ahead of the delinquents,
and when they do attend they can have no clear idea of the lessons
under consideration for the reason that they have not understood the
preceding work taken up while they were absent. All the ideas gained
are vague and therefore of little value.
There are a few in every town who seem to have the idea that
schools are maintained as a matter of custom more than anything else,
and they proclaim this idea by allowing their children to attend school
or remain at home just as their fancy may dictate. These people
should know that the schools are maintained to aid the young, and patronize them accordingly.
The Primary Schools are in excellent condition, and show the care
bestowed upon them by the teachers who have kept the little ones well
interested each term. These schools have had a very large attendance
during the winter term, many coming from the " Normal," the lower
schools there not being in session this term.
All the teachers are competent to teach music, and this has added to
the enjoyment of the pupils and enhanced the value of the work of the
teachers. At the beginning of the fall term, Mr. Bert L. Millett was
elected as janitor, and he has performed his duties in a faithful and satisfactory manner. The report of the Principal of the High and Village
schools will be found on subsequent pages.
TEXT-BOOKS.

The schools are well supplied with books, maps, etc., and all have
been well taken care of by teachers and children. Under the system
of keeping the record of books, all books not in use are kept in the
office, and as they are needed are given out and charged to the school
in which they are placed. A receipt is taken for books loaned to anyone outside the schools. By keeping the record in this manner there is
no shrinkage beyond the ordinary wear of the books. The teachers are
required to keep record of the books delivered to their schools and
report their condition at the end of each term, and where books have
been wilfully damaged by the pupils they have been required to pay for
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them. Webster's School Dictionary has been placed in all the schools
the past year, also new wall maps have been furnished. The books being used are giving satisfaction excepting the grammar; that seems to
be better adapted to higher schools, as it is not easily understood by
the grade of pupils who are studying it in our schools. We would
recommend that a change of grammars be made in all the schools.
BUILDINGS.

The most of the school-houses are neat and comfortable, and all
repairs necessary to keep them so have been made. There is urgent
need of new buildings at W. Farmington and at Fairbanks. The buildings are in such a dilapidated condition that to attempt to repair them
would be throwing away money. The seats and desks in these houses
are very uncomfortable, especially for small children, and it is impossible to keep the scholars quiet any length of time. The rooms cannot
be kept comfortable at any time in the year, and the effects of bad ventilation may be readily seen by visiting these schools any time they are
in session. Children have a natural love for bright, pleasant surroundings, and certainly neither of these houses presents anything tending to
give one an idea of cheerfulness. It is an easy matter to educate children if their surroundings are suitable, but to put them in a close, dingy
room, for which they have no love or respect, and endeavor to exact
close and diligent attention from them, and you will find that you have
an impossible task before you.
We believe the voters of this town are willing to advance the interests
of the children every way in their power, and we sincerly trust that they
will express their willingness to do so by giving the children better
houses at W. Farmington and Fairbanks. We recommend that at least
one building be erected this year.

CONCLUSION.

During my connection with the schools I have adhered to the plans
of the School Board who have cheerfully devoted a great deal of their
time to the interests of the schools. In every case I have received
their unanimous support, and nothing but pleasant relations have
existed between them and myself. I have enjoyed my visits to the
various schools and only regret that I have not had more time to bestow upon them. We have every reason to believe that the schools of
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the past year compare very favorably with those of preceding years, and
certainly their condition at the present time warrants us to expect still
better results from the next year's work. The work of superintending
has been very pleasant, and I take this opportunity to thank the citizens
for their kindness towards me in all my meetings with them, and for the
aid and support they have extended to me in the discharge of my
duties.
Respectfully submitted.
A. I.. FENDERSON, Superintendent of Schools.

REPORT OF PRINCIPAL OF HIGH AND VILLAGE
SCHOOLS.

To the Superintendent of Schools :
~ Inasmuch as my connection with the Village schools has been but for
a short time, I am unable to state from personal observation in regard
to the improvement for the whole year that has passed. I can merely
state what 1 have observed since the beginning of the fall term and may,
perhaps, offer some suggestions that will be of interest to the people and
ultimately of advantage to the schools. I have on a few occasions visited
the lower schools, and found the teachers and scholars co-operating in
trying to make the schools profitable.
The duties in my own school call for so much of my time that I am
unable without neglecting my own work to devote very much attention
'o the lower grades.
The regularity of attendance has been for the most part very satisfactory except during a part of the fall term when diphtheria was present
in the village.
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The number of truants has not been large, but there has been some
occasion for informing the Truant Officer of irregularities on the part of
some. I find the parents of the pupils as a whole ready and willing to
co-operate with the teachers in their efforts to keep the pupils in school.
All of the teachers have as far as I know the good-will and respect of
their pupils. This, I consider, is of the utmost importance if the best
results would be obtained.
The cases of discipline that have been referred to me for settlement
have been very few, a fact which shows that the teachers of the lower
grades are fully competent to manage their own schools. This in itself
is one of the best recommendations for the teachers. In view of this
fact I would advise that the present incumbents be retained as long as
their work is as satisfactory as it is at the present time. The work of the
janitor, Mr. Millett, has been very satisfactory ; the rooms are well warmed
and thoroughly swept and dusted.
In my own school I have been agreeably and ably assisted, both in
the matter of discipline and instruction, by Miss Cutts.
The course of study as at present prescribed for the High School I
have endeavored to have pursued with as few changes as possible. The
number in attendance at the High School I believe to be somewhat
larger than in former years, there having been sixty-one registered in the
fall term, and fifty-seven thus far this winter term. I believe that the
parents ought to strive to enforce upon their children the importance of
regular attendance and also of pursuing the regular course as prescribed
for the school. The importance of graduation should impress itself upon
the minds of parents and pupils alike.
In order that the High School course may be finished in four years
it is necessary that a part of the studying be done out of school hours,
At least two hours daily out of the school-room should be devoted, by
every pupil in good health, to his studies. In regard to the music report
I have thought it best to get a brief outline of the work done in the
lower grades, from each of the teachers, and herewith present the
following:
GRAMMAR SCHOOL. I have endeavored to have the music and writing
lessons alternate, thus giving twenty minutes every other day to each.
This has been devoted to beating the time, reading time names, reading
simple sentences by syllable, then vocalizing same by use of syllables loo
and la, paying particular attention to quality of tone. I have also drilled
on Holt's "Table of Intervals." Have used the Holt system entirely.
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The time given to this study is not sufficient to do the work as it should
be done in grammar school work, and yet some decided improvement
has been made.
MRS.

A. G. TIBBETTS.

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL. I have given daily lessons fifteen minutes in
length. We have only taken the drill work in key of C, 4-4, 3-4 and
2-4 time, one part music as given in the First Music Reader.
MERTIE N. KINNEY.

SECOND PRIMARY. During the sixteen weeks of school this class has
been over the first eighteen pages, or one hundred and forty-seven
exercises in the "Tufts-Holt First Music Reader." Have also had quite
a little drill in scale work.
We spend about twenty minutes a day on our music and take up the
time names, names of notes and singing of same in each exercise before
proceeding. The children can now read and sing exercises in the keys
of C, G and D quite rapidly.
E. MAY GAY.

FIRST PRIMARY. The music lesson is taught from the Normal Music
Course Chart, First Series. The lesson is a general exercise, the children
having taken the first twenty exercises. Twenty minutes daily is devoted
to the regular lesson from the Chart and also twenty minutes to the
learning and singing of songs learned by rote. They sing very readily
any simple piece in the key of C.
HORTENSE HERSOM.

Although I have supervision of the music in the schools, the work
in my own school will not admit of my giving direct instruction outside
of the building, therefore in order to economize time I have the three
schools in the High School building assemble in the hall at least once a
week for the purpose of receiving instruction in music. I also intend to
give one lesson a week additional to the High School. Although the
results thus far obtained are not in every respect just what we would wish
them, yet there seems to be a gradual and unmistakable improvement in
the ability to read music and in the interest manifested. I have given
the pupils to understand that music forms a part of the regular course,
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and that examinations will be required as in other studies. I think on
the whole we have reason to feel gratified with the good results thus far
secured.
In conclusion I wish to thank the School Board and the Superintendent
for their hearty co-operation with the teachers in endeavoring to render
the schools of Farmington second to none in the State.
Respectfully submitted.
CHAS. M. PENNELL, Principal,
High and Village Schools.

PUPILS IN HIGH SCHOOL.
The pupils are nearly in equal numbers in the College Preparatory
Course and the English Course.
FIRST, OR GRADUATING CLASS : Parker T. Pearson, Bernice M. Russell.

SECOND CLASS : Agnes Bates, Ethel L. Howard, Sara Blanchard,
Howard McDonald, George C. Wheeler, Eddie Hayes, Leo Russell, D.
Schuyler Austin, Helen Knowlton, Grace Titcomb, Chas. O. Turner.
THIRD CLASS : Howard P. McLaughlin, George P. Brooks, Bessie
Robbins, Maud Backus, Jean Cragin, Ina Whitney, Edith Thompson,
Harry Norton, Bernadine Larrabee, Mildred S. Gay, Harold D. King,
Clifford H. Preston, Cora Lake, Carl Hall, Edith Ames, Rosa Matthew.
FOURTH CLASS : George E. Lake, Ralph P. Norton, Etta M. Hall,
Vernia Wheeler, Lonnie Marble, Elmer S. Randall, Maude Bangs, Adelbert Y. Locke, Earle S. Burnham, George S. Lowell, Florence Trask,
Jennie A. Manter, Lemont W. Littlefield, Elsie M. Pierce, J. W. H.
Young, Gertrude Williams, Flora A. Prince, Arthur G. Farmer, Frank H.
Holley, Roy F. Gammon, Lutna A. Smith, Flora D. Lake, Archie
Roderique.
UNCLASSIFIED : E. P. Judkins, Ernest W. Voter, Howard Foss, Chas.
Russell, Frank Cowan, F. A. Clark, Clarence H . Knowlton.
All pupils shall be required to obtain an average, in all their studies,
of 75, reckoned on the scale of 100, in order to secure promotion from
one class to another or from one school to another, including graduation
from the Farmington High School.—Rule 17.

FINANCIAL

STATEMENT.

RECEIPTS.

Town appropriation,
"
for High School,
Free High School Fund,
School Fund and Mill Tax,
Interest on Town School Fund,
Unexpended balance, April i, 1894,
Received for Tuition, 1893,
Total,

#3.5°°

00

1,000 0 0
250 00

2,5°4 74
64 0 0
1,030 8 1

4

00

£8,353 55

EXPENDITURES.

Teachers' salaries and board,
Janitors' salaries,
Supplies,
Fuel,
Repairs and Labor,
Transportation,
Insurance,
Rent of Office,

$4,072 99

75
49
2
95 59
345 24
57 9 1
4 2 25
237
129

2S 0 0

Balance unexpended,

$5,209 2 2
3,!44 33
3,353 55

DETAILED REPORT OF EXPENDITURES.

$4, 0 7 2
Teachers' salaries and board,
2
C. H. Pierce, labor,
1
C. Bangs, labor,
1
Lucretia Bragg, labor,
J- J. Hunt, repairing and slating blackboards in all the
l
9
school-houses,
3
Walter Mosher, labor and repairs,

99
50
5°
5°
45
00
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Myra George, labor,
L. A. Smith, supplies,
F. E. Voter, insurance,
B. F. Watson, labor and repairs,
W. B. Gilraan, "
"
Louis Vehue,
J. J. Hunt, fuel,
B. F. Watson, making blackboards,
C. S. VVaite, supplies,
VV. E. Mosher, moving building,
E. F. Dyke, fuel,
Belle Jones, care of house,
George M. Currier, insurance,
George Lowell, fuel,
Adelbert Locke, Janitor,
J. Porter Russell, "
0 . P. Dudley, transportation, 1893,
Emilie Greenwood, labeling books, 1893,
J. Porter Russell, supplies,
Frank Garrett, transportation,
D. S. Jones,
"
D. E. Currier, labor and repairs,
D. H. Knowlton, supplies,
B. L. Millett and others, cleaning rooms,
L. A. Smith, supplies,
Russell Bros. & Estes, fuel,
Incidental expenditures by the Superintendent for postage,
stationery, express, etc.,
J. P. Holley, fuel,
Robinson and Marshall, labor,
Bert L. Millett, Janitor and supplies,
C. A. Thomas, mason work,
Geo. M. Currier, insurance,
Marwick & Dillingham, supplies,
W. M. Butterfield, carpenter work,
Pierson and Jennings, Janitors,
Blanche Norton, care of house and repairs,
Chas. Gilman, Janitor,
Edward Morrill, fuel, 1893,

$

1 50

49 42
3 0 00

n 05
2 00

4 08
9 30
25 00

4 65
5 00 ,

63 32 ?
6 00
6 00
20 00

3 00
60 00

6 10

4 40
2 45
9 00

9 81
12 15

5 5°
55 08
17 52
6 00

26 97
10 13

2 82

45 58
24 86
6 25
3 85
3 00
2 00
12 00

3 5°
6 00
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A. W. Pottle, supplies,
A. S. Craig, fuel,
Frank Webber, Janitor,
Arthur Keith,
"
Bert L. Millett, "
D. S. Jones, transportation,
A. J. Haley, carpenter work,
A. J. Gerry, labor and supplies,
C. A. Thomas, labor,
Freeman Cook, labor,
W. L. Hiscock, fuel,
Bert L. Millett, Janitor and supplies,
Frank Garrett, transportation,
Joel Dunlap, fuel,
H. I. Spinney, labor and supplies,
Carl Curtis, Janitor,
Lonnie Marble, "
H. Titcomb, supplies,
Thomas Cowan, labor and supplies,
W. P. Holley, repairs,
F. L. Wilder, fuel,
W. F. Savage, "
Warren T. Voter, fuel,
J. W. Matthews, labor,
F. E. Voter, office rent,

$ 2 75
3 5°
6 00
6 00
64 75
18 00
21 32
65 22
4 94
3 °°
4 75
3 2 7°
15 °°
7 °°
46 29
6 75
1 75
1
5 63
IO
55
* 5°
10 50
122 75
3 2 34
2 00
28 00
$5,209

22

3>T44 33

Balance unexpended,

£8,353 55

STATEMENT OF TEXT-BOOKS.

Amount Raised by Town, in 1894,
Balance unexpended Feb. 17, 1894,
Total,
Amount expended,
Unexpended balance,

#5°° °°
3819
£538 19
£420 00
118 19
#538 19
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DETAILED EXPENDITURES.

University Publishing Co.,
American Book Co.,
Lee & Shepard,
William Ware & Co.,
Raub & Co.,
Ginn & Co.,
Silver, Burdett & Co.,
J. B. Lippincott Co.,
J. R. Spaulding & Co.,
Leach, Shewell & Sanborn,
Am. Educational Co.,
A. M. Thayer & Co.,

*

7 49
140 62

49 So
20 16
20 70

48 38
1

2

5

19 20
20 00
21 60
12 00
59 10
$ 4 2 0 00

Balance unexpended,

118 19

£538 19
APPROPRIATIONS RECOMMENDED FOR THE ENSUING YEAR.

For Support of Schools,
"
"
Free High School,
" Purchasing Text-books,

#3.500 00
1,000 00
300 00

There are 1004 pupils in town, and of course all do not attend
school; but in our estimation, the number attending require the recommended appropriations in order to do justice to them in the schools.
There is a seemingly large amount of money remaining unexpended
as shown by the report, but it must be considered that all the schools
are in session. When the cost of supporting the winter terms has been
deducted, the balance will be no larger than it has been preceding years.

TABULAR VIEW OF SCHOOL WORK.
•

—

Av. Attend. No ,W'ks School.

The winter terms are all in session.

Fall.

Spring.

Fall.

Lutie Holley.
John Butterfield.
Maud Delano.
Gower.
Cora Collins.
Nellie Frederick.
May Godding.
Norton's Flat.
A. S. Burnham, Prin.
Village Schools.
Guy Howard, Ass't.
Chas. M. Pennell, Prin.
Jane M. Cutts, Ass't.
Grammar.
Emma 0 . Kilby.
Abbie G. Tibbetts.
Intermediate.
Alice Pratt.
Mertie Kinney.
Second Primary.
Annie McKenzie.
E. May Gay.
First Primary.
Grace Perkins.
Hortense Hersom.
Fairbanks.
Gertie Allen.
John Miller.
Sprague.
Flora Rollins.
West Farmington. A. L. Fenderson.
Hattie Fenderson, Ass't.
Greenwood.
Abbie Welch.
Bernice Sawyer.
Knowlton's Corner . Lena Kinney.
Maud Randall.
Briggs.
Nina Duley.
Dolly Look.
Gertie Allen.
Russell.
Fendie Miller.
Bailey.
Ethel Welch.
Nellie Frederick.
Mosher.
Minnie Mcintosh.
Holley.
Helen Sewall.
Katie Kilkenny.
Walton's Mills.
Sadie Hall.
Farmington Falls.

Spring.

TEACHERS.

Fall.

SCHOOLS.

Spring.

Attendance.

40

48

39

44

8

11

6.9

9

25

21

24

37

8

19

12

10
r

46-3

48

46

40

13
10

37
36

13

30-3
10

29

32

3'

36

'3

50.5

54
37
49
•5
53

10

3°

'3

36.1

12

13

10

8

7

56

52

11

12

8

12

14

17.1

19

8.2

12

20

10

12

12

17

7

8
9-9

6
9.16

13

>5

5

12

'5
'5
7

S
8

H

'7

10

S

12.2

14

3

10

34

42

'7
69

S

32
61

.

8
S

9

14

10.5

21

'9

8
8

12

8
8

12

9

12

S

